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This paper is a study on functional differential inclusions with memory which 
represent he multivalued version of retarded functional differential equations. The 
main result gives a necessary and sufficient equations. The main result gives a 
necessary and suffkient condition ensuring the existence of viable trajectories; that 
means trajectories remaining in a given nonempty closed convex set defined by 
given constraints the system must satisfy to be viable. Some motivations for this 
paper can be found in control theory where F(t, 4) = (f(f, 4, u)),,~ is the set of 
possible velocities of the system at time t, depending on the past history represented 
by the function d and on a control u ranging over a set CJ of controls. Other 
motivations can be found in planning procedures in microeconomics and in 
biological evolutions where problems with memory do effectively appear in a 
multivalued version. All these models require viability constraints represented by a 
closed convex set. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a real Hilbert space, we define 0 = W[(-r, 01, H] the space of 
continuous functions from (--r, 0] into H. If not specified the interval (--I, 0] 
can be either [--r, 0] when 0 < r < + co or l-r, 0] when 0 ( T Q +co. 
The topology on G? will be the topology of uniform convergence in the 
first case and the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets in the 
second case. 
For any t E R, let A(t) be the operator which to any continuous function 
x, defined at least on the interval (-r + t, t], associates the function 
A(t)x E 2Y such that 
[A(t)x](@) = x(t + @) for all d E (-r, 01. 
Let Q be a nonempty subset of R X Q, F: Q -+ H a given correspondence 
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with nonempty values; we call a functional differential inclusion with 
memory the differential inclusion 
$(I) E F(t, A(t)x). (M) 
A solution of (M) is a continuous function x from an interval (-r + to, 
to + r,,) into H with 0 < To < +co such that: 
x is absolutely continuous on every compact subset of 
Ito9 ro + To), 
\ (t, A(t)x) E R for all t E [to, to + To), 
1 -$ (t) E F(t, A(t)x) for almost all t E [to,  + To). 
We shall say that x is a solution of (M) with initial time to and value # E 97 
if x is a solution of (M) and verifies A(t,)x = 4. For simplicity we shall often 
consider solutions for initial time t = 0 and this with no loss of generality. 
Differential inclusion (M) is a very general type of differential inclusion; 
particularly ordinary differential inclusions (dx/dt)(t) E F(t, x(t)) are 
obtained when r = 0. 
This is also true for differential difference inclusions 
$ (4 E w, x(t), x(t - z*(t)> ,...,x(t - z,(t))), 
where r is a correspondence from UC R x HP+’ into H and 0 < zj(t) < r for 
j = l,..., p. Indeed, in that case R c R x Q is defined by (t, tq) E R if and 
only if (t, y/(O), u/(-zl(t)),..., y(-z,(t))) E U and F: 0 -+ H by 
m w> = m, VP), WC-z,(t)),..., wez,(t))). 
Another type of differential inclusion obtained by (M) is the following 
one: let V be a given space; for any t > 0 let B(t) be an operator from 
Q(lR, H) into V such that B(t)x = B(t)y whenever x = y on ]-co, t]. B(t)x 
can be seen as a “trajectory processing” at time t, depending on the past. 
For U c R X V and G : U+ H a given correspondence, we define the 
differential inclusion 
$ (t) E G(t, B(t)x). 
Then, let ( E 59 = @?(I-uo, 01, H), f or any t>O we define 41E @(lR,H) by 
! 
#t(u) = m - t> for 2.4 < t, 
h(u) = Yw) for 24 > t. 
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For any t > 0 we define the operator C(t) by 
cw = B(t) $4, 4 E $9’. 
We verify easily that for all x E g(iR, H) and t 2 0, B(t)x = C(t)[A(t)x] 
which proves that (*) can be written as (M). 
Let K be a nonempty closed convex set of H. We shall say that a solution 
x of (M) is a viable trajectory relative to K if x(t) E K for all 
t E It,, t, + r,). In other words a viable trajectory relative to K is a solution 
of (M) reaching K at time t = t, and staying in it for t E [to, t, + 7’,). The 
purpose of this paper is to study the existence of such viable trajectories 
when K is a given closed convex set. 
In Section 1 we give an existence theorem of viable trajectories when K is 
convex compact when dim H < +cx, and closed when dim H < +co. In fact 
we more generally give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of a monotone viable trajectory. The monotonicity is related to given loss 
convex functions (fi) i = l,..., p continuous on a neighborhood of K, which 
will be nonincreasing along the trajectory for t > 0, or t > t,. 
As an immediate corollary of the main theorem we shall deduce the 
existence of a monotone viable trajectory in the more specific case where the 
whole past history of the trajectory (or a part of it) is taken to be already in 
the set K. These results will extend to functional differential inclusions with 
memory an existence theorem of Aubin, Cellina and Nohel [l] for ordinary 
differential inclusions. 
In Section 2 we give a local existence theorem for functional differential 
inclusions with memory when H = R” and %? = w([-I, 01, R”) with 
0 < r < $03. This theorem will be a multivalued extension of the existence 
theorem for retarded functional differential equations given by Hale [2]. 
In Section 3, we state a flow invariance property which gives a sufficient 
condition for all solutions of (M) reaching a given closed convex set K at 
time t = 0 to be viable relative to K. The flow invariance property and the 
local existence theorem will then guarantee an existence theorem of viable 
trajectories relative to the closed convex set K. 
In an appendix we define the notion of critical point for a functional 
correspondence. We show the link between critical points and stationary 
points of functional differential inclusions with memory. 
Under the hypothesis of Section 1 we shall see that every weak Pareto 
minimum of the loss functions (fi) i = l,..., p is a critical point. 
We then finish by giving an existence theorem of critical points for 
functional correspondences. 
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DEFINITIONS AND USEFUL PROPERTIES 
We first define N to be the set of positive integers and N* the set of 
strictly positive integers. Let H be a real Hilbert space for the scalar product 
(., , ); we agree to identify H to its topological dual space. We define 
([XII = (x,x)“* to be the norm of x E H. 
In the following, B will denote the closed unit ball of H centered at the 
origin. For any nonempty subset P c H we define the set 
P-= {qEH/(q,x)<O for any xEP) 
to be the negative polar cone of P. We recall the two following properties: 
(i,) P c Q implies Q- c P- 
and 
(iz) P- = [Co(P)] -, 
where G(P) denotes the closed convex hull of P. Let f: H + ]-co, +a] be 
a convex function such that f f SOO, then for any x E H we define 
%X) = (9 E W(q, Y - 8 ,< f(r) -f(t) for all y E HI 
to be the subdifferential off at 2j when f(c) < +co. We recall that af(r) is 
closed convex, possibly empty, but bounded and nonempty ifSis continuous 
at r. We shall need the following useful result: 
where (hihell.. .p~ is a given finite family of convex functions, continuous at 
< and where 
Let K be a nonempty convex subset of H; we define by 
~‘8) = Un,, 1 [K - <] the tangent cone to K at c E K, where E denotes the 
closure of Cc H. The tangent cone is closed convex. We denote by .X the 
set of all Q E Sz? such that d(O) E K. The topology on X will be the topology 
induced by the topology on 0. 
Now let X and Y be two topological spaces and S : X+ Y a given 
correspondence. We say that S is upper semi-continuous at x, E X if to any 
neighborhood o of 5(x,) in Y we can associate a neighborhood V(x,) of x0 
in X such that S(x) c o for all x E V(x,). If S is upper semi-continuous at 
every point x E X it is then said to be upper semi-continuous on X. 
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Finally, for any continuous rp : [a, b] + H we define 
1. MONOTONE VIABLE TRAJECTORIES 
In this section we shall first give an existence theorem of monotone viable 
trajectories relative to a convex compact subset of H and then deduce in the 
proof an identical result when the set is closed convex but when 
dim H ( + co. In the following I will denote a real interval, open to the right 
and y a real positive number. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let K be convex compact (closed convex when 
dim H < +CG) and F: Z X A?‘--+ H an upper semi-continuous correspondence 
with nonempty bounded closed convex values and (fJiEr,. . .,,, a given finite 
family of convex functions, continuous in a neighborhood of k. Then the 
following condition, 
for all (t, 6) E Z X X, (1) 
is equivalent to the existence of monotone viable trajectories as follows: For 
any t, E Z and 4 E X, there exist T, > 0 and a continuous function 
x:(-r+t,,t,+T,]+H such that A(t,)x = 4, x(t) E K for all 
t E [t,, t, + T,,]; x is Lipschitz on [t,, t, + T,] and verifies 
$ (0 E F(t, A (Ox) for almost all t E [to, t, + T,] (Ml) 
together with 
for every s, t in [t,, t, + T,,] such that s < t. 
Remark. From (2) we easily verify that fi(x(t)) will be nonincreasing on 
[to, to + T,] for any i E { 1 ... p}. We can immediately give an obvious 
corollary to Theorem 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 1.1, but with 
no loss functions, the following condition, 
66 4)n T,MO)l f 0 for all (t, 4) E Z x A?, (1’) 
is equivalent to the existence of viable trajectories. 
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For any t, E Z and ( E X there exist T,, > 0 and a continuous function 
x:(-r+t,,t,+T,]+H such that .4(&)x = 4, x(t) E K for all 
t E [to, t, + T,,], and x is Lipschitz on [to, to + T,,] and verifies (M,). 
Proof of Corollary 1.1. The proof is obviously deduced from 
Theorem 1.1 by taking y = 0 and the null function on H as a unique loss 
function. 
Necessity of Condition (1) 
Let x:(-r + to, 1, + T,] -+ H be such that A(t,)x = 4, x(t) E K for all 
t E [to, to + T,], x is Lipschitz on [to, t, + T,] and verifies (M,) and (2). 
Let (hnLeN be a sequence of strictly positive numbers such that h, -+ O+ 
as n + +co. Then the sequence u, = (x(tO + h,) - x(t,))/h, is bounded since 
x is Lipschitz on [to, c, + T,]. Thus we can extract a subsequence (again 
denoted u,J converging weakly to u E H. Then since x(t,) = 4(O) and since 
a,, E T,[#(O)] for all n E N from the definition of the tangent cone we 
deduce easily that u E TJ#(O)] w ic is closed convex, thus weakly closed. h h 
Furthermore we have 
x(t, + h,) -x(&J 1 to+n, dx 
u, = 
h, =h, t, I 
x (2) dz 
and from (2) we get 
jJx(t, + h,)] --f,[x(t,)] + Y j;+” 11% @)/I dz Q 8 
Then for any q E Uy=‘=, &[#(O)] + yB we have q = qi + yb with 
qi E af[#(O)] = 3J[x(t,)] for some i E { 1 ... p} and b E B. Therefore we 
deduce easily from the definition of afi[x(tJ] and since /(b ]( < 1 that 
(q, u,) = (qi, ~0, + h,) - x(to> h 
” 
) + y (b, X(to + h;) - x(co)) 
n 
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Thus by taking the limit as n -+ +co we get 
(4, u> < 0 for all q E fi &[#(O)] t yB, 
ikl 
then u E [Up= I dfi[#(O>] + yB]-. 
To finish we shall prove that u E F(t,, 4). Indeed we have 
x(t, + h,) - x(t,) 1 to+& dx 
U” = 
h, =h, f. i 
dz (2) dz 
with (dx/dz)(z) E F[z, A(z)x] for almost all z E [to, t, + r,]. 
Let E > 0 be given. Since F is upper semi-continuous at (to, 0) E I XX, 
there exist a > 0 and V(g) a neighborhood of 4 on X such that for any 
(~,w)EZXZ, O<t-&,<a and WE V(4) we have 
Then since the mapping t --) A(t)x from [to, t, + ?7,] into X is obviously 
continuous and since A(t,)x = 4, it is easy to show the existence of /I > 0, 
j3 < a such that for any t E [to, t, + /3] we have A(t)x E V(d). 
Thus F(t, A(t)x) c B[F(t,, #), E] which is closed convex (then weakly 
closed) since F(t,, 4) is closed convex and bounded. 
Then for h, small enough we get 
u, = - ’ ‘~“+h”~(z)dzcB[F(t~,P),E] 
h J n 10 
and then by taking the weak-limit as n + +co, we get u E B[F’(t,, $), E]. But 
if this is true for all E > 0, then u E P(t,, (d) which is closed. 
We can now write that u E F(t,, 4) n TK[#(0)] n [UT=, i&@(O)) + yB]- 
and the proof is complete. 
Existence of Monotone Viable Trajectories 
To simplify the proof we shall from now on consider only initial time 
t, = 0 and take I = [0, + 03 [. It will then be very easy to adapt the proof to 
the most general case. For the proof of existence we shall need a 
generalization of a theorem of Aubin and Siegel [3] together with a 
preliminary lemma, both of which are stated now. 
THEOREM 1.2 (Aubin and Siegel). Let K be a convex compact subset of 
a Hilbert space H; P. K -+ H an upper semi-continuous correspondence with 
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nonempty closed convex values; and h: H -+ ]--co, +a~] a convex function, 
continuous in a neighborhood of K such that 
k,) r(<) n TAO n [ah(t) + yB]- f 0 for all <E K. 
Then for any &, E K there exists TV K such that 
e - to E m>, 
(“) ~h(D-h(So)+y,,EToi,~O. 
Remarks. The original theorem was in fact stated for y = 1. For y = 0, 
the proof is an easy adaptation of the original proof. For y > 0, the proof 
becomes obvious if we notice that 
W(t) + YB I- = MWr)(~) + B)l - = [Wh)(t) + B I -. 
We can now give the following useful corollary. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let K and r be as in Theorem 1.2 and let (fi)ie(l.. .,,, 
be a finite family of convex functions, continuous on a neighborhood of K 
such that 
0,) r(On Tdt) n 6 Q&3 + ~6, 1 - + 0 for all r E K. i=l 
Then for any <,, E K there exists (E K such that 
Proof: Let us define h: H+ ]-co, +a~] by 
43 = iey.yp, M(r) -hG)l for all 4 E H. 
Then h is obviously convex, continuous on a neighborhood of K. 
Furthermore from (i3) with h,(l) = f,(c) -f,(d) we get that 
From CO[Ujc/(l) ah(C)] c co[ Uj’=, ax(<)] and from (i r) and (iJ we get 
[ah(t)+YBl-~ Gfi %(t)+YB fi &(t)+yB -- 
i=l i=l 1 
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Thus h and r verify (id). By Theorem 1.2 this leads to (i,) since h(&,) = 0. 
The proof is then complete. 
Remark. We easily observe that if (iJ is true for r then it is also true for 
aT, a > 0, since TX(<) and [Up=, a&(<) + yB] - are cones. 
Thus we would have stated as well that for any &, E K there exists f E K 
such that: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let Z be convex compact and let a > 0 and 4 E X be 
given. Then under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, there exists a sequence 
m,a4 in K, with &, = $(O) and such that the function IJJ,: (-r, +a~[ -+ H 
defined by ‘I/, = 4 on (--I, 0] and w, is the piecewise linear function which 
interpolates r,-, and C& on the interua2 [(q - l)a, qa], q E N* verifies for 
anyqEN* 
5,-f&-1 
a E Jka, A(w) v,l 
and 
.max l~(r,)-fi(r,-,)]+YIIr,-t,_,ll~o. ,=1...p (4) 
Proof: First we take &, = o(O), then for all c E K we define the function 
w~,[: C-r, al-+Hby w,,~ = 4 on the interval (-r, O] and w,,~ on (0, a] is the 
linear function which interpolates o(O) and r. 
The mapping t + w,,~ from K into W((-r, a], H) with the adequate 
topology of uniform convergence if (-r, a] is compact or of uniform 
convergence on compact subsets otherwise, is trivially continuous. Then we 
easily verify that the mapping r-t A(a) v/,,~ E X is continuous too. 
Let us then consider the correspondence r: K--t H defined by r(r) = 
F[a, A(a) w~,~] for any < E K. This correspondence is upper semi-continuous 
with nonempty convex compact values and since we have 
[A(a) w,,~](O) = w&a) = cl, we deduce from (1) that 
(4,) r(t) n T,(T) n 6 8X3 + YB 1 - f 4, for any CE K i= 1 
is verified. 
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Then by Corollary 1.2 and the associated remark we have the existence of 
<r E K such that 
and 
Now to get & we define for all < E K the function v/~~,[ : (-r, 2a] -+ H by 
W2&l= v,,rj on c-3 al 
and w20,1 interpolates <, and < on [a, 2a]. Then by the same argument as 
before we have the existence of <z E K such that 
(2 - 6 
___ E F(2a9 APa) v2a,62) 
a 
and maxi=l,...,, K(r2) -.fiG>l + Y /I& - Clll G 0. But as wzcr.12 = Wa,I, on 
(--I, a I we have A(o) W2a,12 = A(a) v/~,~~ and then (G - #(O))/a E 
F(a, 44 v2a.lt) is verified. The proof is then completed by induction. 
Remark. Since K is convex it is obvious by the very definition of w, that 
ty,(t)EK for any t > 0. 
We can now give the proof of the existence. 
Proof: Let K be convex compact and let us first suppose that F is 
bounded on [0, +co [ x Z. We shall prove in that case that the solution can 
be defined on [O, +a, [. For every n E IN* we define x, = v,,,, as given in 
Lemma 1.1. Then from the definition of w,,,, we verify that each x, is equal 
to # on (-r, 01, equibounded on [0, +oo [ since x,(t) E K for all t > 0, with 
K compact. Furthermore as F is bounded on [0, +co [ XX there exists a 
constant A > 0 such that for any (t, v) E [0, +co [ XX we have 
But since each x, is piecewise linear on [0, +co [ with 
% (r) = aL/n) - xn((q, - 1)/n> 
lln 
EF[?,+)xn] 
if t E ](qn - l)/n,q,/n[ with q,, E R\l*, the functions x, are all A-Lipschitz on 
[O, +a [. 
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Then according to Ascoli’s theorem we can extract a subsequence (again 
denoted x,) which converges uniformly on every compact subset of 
(--r, +co [ to a continuous function x : (--r, + co [ + H such that x = x, = Q 
on (-r, 01, x(t) E K for all t > 0, x is also I-Lipschitz on [0, +a~[. Thus 
(dx/dt)(t) exists for almost all I E [0, +a, [ and 
g E L”O([O, +a [, H). 
We shall now prove that x is a solution of (M,). Let us fix T a strictly 
positive integer. For any s, t E [O, T] we have 
x(t) - x(s) = r]: $ (t) dz. 
Furthermore since for all s, t E [0, T] we have 
x,(t) -x,(s) = c sf % (r) dr 
converges to 
x(t) - x(s) = 1; $ (z) dt 
and since the derivatives dx,ldt are equibounded on [0, T] we deduce that 
the sequence dx,/dt converges weakly to dx/dt in L”([O, T], H) dual of 
L’([O, T], H). But since L”O([O, T],H) cL’([O, T], H) it is easy to verify 
that dx,/dt converges weakly to dx/dt in L’([O, T], H). 
Then using Mazur’s convexity theorem [4] we can build a sequence of 
convex combinations of the following type: 
all but a finite number equal to zero and 
such that ,K[ converges trongly to a!x/dt in L’([O, T], H) as l+ +co. 
Then we can extract a subsequence of ,u, (again denoted p, for simplicity) 
which converges pointwise to (dx/dt)(t) for almost all t E [0, T]. Let 
t E [0, T] be such a point of convergence. Since F is upper semi-continuous, 
for any E > 0 there exist v > 0 and [-rs, 0] c (--I, 0] such that 
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(z, w) E [O, +a[ xx, lz - cl < rl and ll~-~AOxl(~-~,,~~ <zl implies 
F(z, WV> c B [FO, A (t)x>, E 1. 
Furthermore from the uniform convergence of x, to x on [-r,, T] and 
from the uniform continuity of x on this compact interval, we deduce that for 
q > 0 there exist a > 0 and rzO E N such that I]x,(r) - x(r’)]] ( q for n > n, 
and r, r’ E [-rc, T] with 1 r - r’ I( a. We can choose a < v. Then we have 
IlA(r -404l,- ra,Oj < q for every r E [0, 7’1 such that 1 r - t I < a and for 
every n > n,. This implies that F(t, A(r) x,) c B[F(t, A(t)x), E] for n > n, 
and Jr--[,<a, rE [0, T]. 
But since for any n E N* we have 
% (t) = %(cLln) - Xn((% - 1)/n) 
l/n 
EF[$,A($)xn] 
when I E ](qn - 1)/n, q,/n]with qn E N*, if we choose n, such that l/n0 < a 
we have for any n > no 
which is convex since F is convex valued. Then for every 13 no we have 
p,(t) E B[F(t, A(t)x), E] which is closed. So by taking the limit as I-* +co, 
we get 
$ (0 E B[F(t, A(#), ~1. 
Then since it is verified for any E > 0 and since F(t, A(t)x) is closed we have 
$- (t) E F(c, A(t)x). 
But this is verified for almost all t E [0, T] and for any integer T > 0, then 
$ (0 E W, A (0~ for almost all t E [0, +co [. 
To finish, we shall now prove (2). 
Let s, t E [0, +co [ with s ( c. Then for n sufftciently large we have 
se [%,%[ and tE [%,F[ 
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with (qn + 1)/n ( q;/n. Then from (4) and the piecewise linearity of X, on 
intervals [q/n, (q + 1)/n] we easily verify that for each i = l,..., p 
But the functions x, are all il-Lipschitz on [0, +co[ and& is continuous on 
compact K, thus uniformly continuous. Then we easily prove that for any 
E > 0 there exists n(e) such that for n ) n(c) we have 
But since a subsequence of dx,/dt (again denoted dx,/dt) converges weakly 
to dx/dt on L’([s, t], H) we have 
Then taking the limit as n -+ +co we get 
fib@)1 -.fM)l + Y j; 11% (i)/l dr G cc 
This being true for any E > 0 we deduce that 
fibW1 -Lb(s)1 + Y j; 11% @III dr < 0. 
The proof is then complete when F is bounded. 
If F is not bounded on [0, +co [ x X, let 4 E X be given. Since F is 
upper semi-continuous at (0, 4) and since B is metrizable with a distance 
“6” for the topology defined in the introduction, then to a fixed E > 0 we can 
associate [O, a] X B,(#, ) r with a > 0 and B6(d, r) = {w E @/S(w, 4) < I} 
such that for any (t, w), t E [0, a] and w E B&, r)nX we have 
F(t, w) c B[F(O, $), E] which is a bounded set since F has bounded values. 
Then there exists a continuous function p : [0, +co [ x Q -+ [0, 1 ] such that 
(Pkw>= 1 if (4 w> E [O, 421 X B,(4, r/2), 
IP@, w)=O if (4 w) 65 [O, al X B,($, r). 
Let us then consider the new correspondence on [0, +co [ x X’ defined by 
F’(t, w) = p(t, w) F(t, v). Obviously F’ is upper semi-continuous, with 
nonempty closed convex bounded values and bounded on [0, +co [ X 3. 
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Furthermore since F verifies (1) this is also true for F’ since p > 0 and 
~K[w(0)l f-7 [UP=, VXw(O)) + yB]- is a cone. 
Thus we can apply the lirst part of the proof, the associate solution will 
have all the desired properties but will verify 
$ (t) E p(t, A(t)x) F(t, A(t)x) for almost all t E [0, +a0 [. CM’,) 
However, from the continuity of the mapping t--t (t, A(t)x) it is easy to verify 
the existence of r, > 0 such that for all t E [0, r,,] we have t E [0, a/2] and 
A(t).x E B,(qi, r/2) since A(O)x = 4. Then p(t, A(t)x) = 1 for all t E 10, T,] 
and 
4 (4 E F(t, A (W for almost all t E [0, T,]. WJ 
The proof is now complete for K convex compact. 
When K is a closed convex subset of H= R” the proof is an immediate 
application of the preceding result. Indeed let R, > 0 be fixed, we consider 
which is convex compact. As for K we define X0 = {v E V/y(O) E K,}. 
Then we consider a continuous function d : R” + [ 0, 1 ] such that 
I 
4) = 1 if II t - W>ll Q W’T 
A(t)=0 if II<-tW>ll 34,. 
Let us now define the correspondence on [0, +a, [ x X0 by F,(t, y) = 
A [w(O)] F((t, w). This correspondence is obviously upper semi-continuous 
nonempty convex compact valued and verities condition (1) with K, since 
TK[w(0)] = TK,[w(0)] if I( y/(O) - #(O)(] < R, and since A[y(O)] = 0 if 
II w(O) - cW>ll = Roe 
Thus we can use the preceding result to assert the existence of a solution 
with all the desired properties, but the solution since [A(t =x(t) will 
verify 
$ (0 E A LW 1 W, A 0)x) for almost all r E [0, T,]. M’) 
Now by the same argument as before, we are sure that A[x(t)] = 1 for c 
small enough since x is continuous with x(0)=4(0). The solution verities 
(M,) on a smaller interval. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now complete. 
Remark. From (2) with y > 0, we immediately deduce that the trajectory 
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on its maximal interval has a finite length whenever one of the functions ‘fi” 
is bounded from below on K. This always occurs when K is compact. 
Moreover, if the trajectory is, for example, defined on (0, +a, [, we verify the 
existence of a limit point x* E K such that /x(t) -x*1) + 0 as 1-+ +co. 
Indeed since & is bounded from below on K and since f,[x(t)] is nonin- 
creasing on [O, +oo [, there exists m = lim,,, o. fi[x(t)]. Thus for any E > 0 
there exists T, > 0 such that 
0 <h’x(s)’ -h’x(t)1 < E \ \ for any S, t, T < s < t. 
Y 
E 
Thus from (2) we get 
Thus x* exists and belongs to K which is closed. 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 we shall study the case 
where the functional differential inclusion with memory takes its initial 
values in the set 
Z, = {Q E F/$(t) E K foralltE[-s,O]}withO<s<r 
or 
~~* = {# E SF/#(t) E K ~ for all t E (--r, 0] } if s = 1. 
In that case we shall ask trajectories to have a given fixed period of their 
past in K and to remain in K for all future time. If s = r it is the whole past 
history of the trajectory which is asked to be in K. We shall denote by flk 
the best approximation projector on the closed convex set K. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let K and {h}iCr ,,.. .,P, be as in Theorem 1.1 and let 
G : I x 2”* -+ H be an upper semi-continuous correspondence with nonempty 
bounded closed convex values. Then the following condition, 
G(t, $1 n T,[Wl n 6 WW> + YB I- + 0 (1”) i=l 
for all (t, 4) E I XX, is equivalent to the existence, for any t, E Z and 
m/42/ l-2 
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4 E X, of monotone viable trajectories for the functional difrential inclusion 
with memory defined by G. 
ProoJ The necessity of condition (1”) is obviously the same as for 
condition (1). For the sufficiency let us define the correspondence 
F:IxX-+H by 
Fttv 4) = Gtt, g(4)) for all (t, $) E I X X, 
where d is the operator from jY onto X* defined by 
I 
~WW = ~Khwl for all t E [--s, 01, 
~hw) = 4(t) + rr,M-s)l - 0(-s) for all t E (-r, -s], 
if s = r then a(#) is more simply defined by a($) = IZK o 4. Thanks to the 
continuity properties of ZI, the operator d is obviously continuous. 
Therefore the correspondence F verifies the continuity hypotheses of 
Theorem 1.1. Furthermore condition (1”) leads to condition (1) for F since 
H,[((O)] = 4(O) E K for any 4 E X. 
Then by Theorem 1.1 there exists a monotone viable trajectory for any 
t, E I and # E 3 associated to the functional differential inclusion with 
memory defined by F. But we easily verify that the operator & is in fact the 
identity on S* since I7, is the identity on K. Therefore for any initial value 
4 E X* the trajectory will be in fact a solution of the functional differential 
inclusion defined by G. 
The proof is then complete. 
An Example of Application of the Preceding Results 
An application of the preceding results is given by Aubin [5]. Let H be 
finite dimensional, the “environment” over which act n agents i E (I,..., n} is 
a closed convex subset Kc H, usually defined by such constraints as 
scarcity of resources, etc. The action of player “i” is described by a map 
a, : X + H associating to each 4 E X, representing the past of the state d(O) 
of the environment, the rate of change ai(ti) that player “1”’ forces on the 
environment. 
Let “C” be a coalition of players. We suppose that the action of coalition 
C is the sum of actions of players iE C. We recall that a coalition C is 
characterized by its characteristic function xc E (0, l)“, associating with any 
player “i” its rate of participation &‘, defined by 
I 
xf = 1 if iE C, 
=o if icZ C. 
Actually, we introduce a “continuum” of coalitions, by taking the convex 
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hull [0, 11” of the subset (0, 1)” of coalitions. We interpret c E [0, 11” as a 
“fuzzy coalition,” associating with any player “i” its rate of participation 
Xi E [O, l]* 
We suppose that the action of a fuzzy coalition x E [0, 11” on the 
environment is the sum of the actions of the players multiplied by their rates 
of participation (i.e., C;=, ~~a,(#)). Let g : X + H define the evolution law of 
the environment (depending on the past) in the absence of players. Therefore 
we define the global evolution law by 
for all d E X. 
F(4) = g(4) + 1 i Xiai(4) 1 (*I 
i=l ,yE[O. II” 
In other words, any velocity g(4) + x1=, ~~a,(#) that results from the 
action of a fuzzy coalition x E [0, I]” is feasible. So the evolution of the 
system is described by the following functional inclusion with memory: 
$ (t) E F[A(t)xl= g[A(t)xl + ] 2 Xia,[A(tbl/ x E 1% lI”,WT) 
i=l 
Let 4 E Z be given; then the problem is to find a viable trajectory 
x: (-co, T] -+ H, T > 0, such that x(t) E K for all t E [0, T], x is Lipschitz 
on [0, T] and A(O)x = d with 
$ = g[A(t)xl + 2 XiCt) ai[A(t)xl EFIA(t)xl 
i=l 
for almost all t E [0, T]. 
Then we easily observe that under continuity assumptions on g and 
Cai)ic(l.. .nl all the hypotheses of Corollary 1.1 are verified. Thus the 
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a solution to the 
problem is that 
1~ E lo, lI”/g(ti) + k Xia,(#) C TK[#(O)I [ # 0 
i=l 
for all 4 E .A?. This condition is obviously equivalent o 
w n Mwl f 0 for all 4 E X. (I*> 
2. LOCAL EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL 
INCLUSIONS WITH MEMORY 
We shall give a basic existence theorem assuming that S2 is open in R X $9 
with g = %?([--I, 01, W’), 0 <r < fao, with the topology of uniform 
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convergence and F: 0 + W is upper semi-continuous convex compact 
valued. We shall need an approximation theorem of set valued mappings due 
to Cellina (6), together with a lemma both of which are given below. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Cellina [6]). Let X be a metric space, Y a normed space, 
F: X + Y an upper semi-continuous set-valued mapping with nonempty 
convex compact values such that the range of F, R(F) is precompact. Then 
for any E > 0, there exists a continuous single valued mapping f: X + Y 
depending on E, such that d*(G(f),G(F)) < E, where G(f) and G(F) are the 
graphs off and F. 
Note. If A and B are subsets of a metric space, we define 
d*(A, B) = sup{d(x, B)/x E A]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Under the hypothesis of the preceding theorem, let { fnJnEN 
be a sequence of continuous mappings from X into Y such that 
d*(Wh G(F)) -+ 0 as n-1 +a~. Then for any sequence (x,jncN, x, E X 
such that x, +x E X as n + +a, we have the following property: For any 
E > 0 there exists n(s) E RJ such that f,(x,) E B[F(x), E], for any n > n(s), 
with B [F(x), E] = { y E Y/d( y, F(x)) < E}. 
Proof Suppose E > 0 is given, then as F is upper semi-continuous there 
exists a > 0 such that 
F(x’) = B [F(x), 42 1 for any x’, d(x, x’) < a. 
We can choose n(e) such that for any n > n(e) we have 
d*(G(.Q, G(F)) < inf{ e/2, a/2 } and 4x,, x> ,< 42. 
Then for (x,, f,(x,)) with n > n(s), we can find (x’, y’) E G(F) such that 
sup{d(x,, x’), d(f,(x,), ~91 < Ws/2, a/2 1. 
Thus we have d(x’, x) < d(x’, x,) + d(x,, x) < a, which gives y’ E F(x’) c 
B[F(x), s/2]. But since d[f,(x,), y’] < e/2 we have f,(x,) E B[F(x), E]. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Existence of a solution). Let R be open in IR x 59 and 
F: D -+ IR” an upper semicontinuous, nonempty convex compact valued 
correspondence. Then if (0, 8) E R there exists a solution of 
with initial value d. 
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Proof As F is upper semi-continuous compact valued, we can take an 
open neighborhood o of (0, 4) such that Cr, c 0 and F is bounded on 6, 
which means the existence of a constant C > 0 such that for every (t, w) E W, 
sup,,,(,,,,) (( y(( < C. The range of the restriction of F on 6 is then a 
precompact subset of R”. Thus the approximation Theorem 2.1 can be used 
for the restriction of F on 6. We have a sequence of continuous functions 
f, : ti + R” such that d*(G(f,), G(F)) < l/n for all n E N*, the graphs being 
considered on 6. Since F is bounded on a, it is easy to verify that the 
functions f,, are equi-bounded on fi by a constant A > 0. Then if we consider 
the functional differential equations with memory 
(En) 
we know (Hale [2]) that these equations all have a solution x, for the initial 
value 4. 
Furthermore by the equi-boundedness of the functions f, on 6, these 
solutions are all defined on the same interval [-r, ~“1, T > 0. Each x, verifies 
i 
NO) x, = 9, 
(t, ‘4 (0 XJ E fi for all t E [0, T], 
for all t E [ 0, T]. 
Since the mapping t + A(t) x, is continuous from [0, T] into Q by the 
uniform continuity of x, on [-r, T] and since f, is continuous, each x, is 
continuously differentiable on [0, T]. It is then easy to verify that the 
continuous functions x, are all equal to $ on [--r, 01, equi-bounded, and i- 
Lipschitz on [0, T]. 
Then according to Ascoli’s theorem we can extract a subsequence (again 
denoted x,J which converges uniformly to a continuous function 
x : [-r, T] + k’“, such that A(O)x = 4, (t, A(t)x) E 6 for all t f5 [0, T] since 
we verify easily that A(t) x, converges to A(t)x in 0 as n -+ +co. 
Furthermore x is A-Lipschitz on [0, T], thus (dx/dt)(t) exists for almost all 
t E [0, T] and dx/df E L”O([O, T], R”) cL’([O, T], I?“). Then by the same 
argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we prove that dx,/dt converges 
weakly to dx/dt in L’([O, T], R”). 
Then as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we can build a sequence of convex 
combinations of the following type : 
with a; > 0, 
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all but a finite number equal to zero and Cz.=y a; = 1, such that p/(t) 
converges to (uk/dt)(t) as I-1 +co, for almost all t E [0, T]. Let t E [0, T] be 
such a point, since (t, A(t) x,) converges to (t, A (t)x) on 0 as n --f +a~, we 
can use Lemma 2.1. Then for any E > 0 there exists n(e) such that for all 
n > n(a), f,(t, A(t) XJ E B[F(t, A(t)x), E], thus for all n > n(e), (dx,/dt)(t) E 
B[F(t, A(t)x), E]. Finishing as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we show that 
(dx/dt)(t) E F(t, A (t)x). This property being verified for almost all t E [0, T], 
the function x is then a solution of (M,) with initial value $. 
3. EXISTENCE OF VIABLE TRAJECTORIES 
FOR CLOSED CONVEX SETS 
Let K be a nonempty closed convex set of H. We shall always denote by 
IZ, the best approximation projector on K. As in Section 1 we define X to 
be the set of all ( E Q, %Y = 5Y[(-r, 01, H], such that ((0) E K. We now state 
the following flow invariance property. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a subset of R x Q, F: R+ H a given 
correspondence with nonempty values. Let us consider the associate 
functional differential inclusion with memory : 
$ (t) E F(t, A (c)x>. W3) 
Suppose that for any (t, w) E 0 we have 
F(t, w> = ~~P4cwF91~ 
Then for any 4 E jtr such that (0, () E Q, all solutions of (M,) with initial 
value 4, if such solutions exist, are viable relative to K. 
Proof. Let x: (-r, 7’) -+ H be a solution of (M,) with initial value 4, 
4 EX. Let us consider u(t) = ]]x(t) - flxx(t)]]* for all t E [0, T’). Since x is 
absolutely continuous on every compact subset of [0, 7’) and since the 
mapping ~-+ll~-~K~l12= 4&K) * is continuously differentiable on I?” with 
gradient equal to 2(< - IZ,r) for any r E H, then the function u is absolutely 
continuous on every compact subset of [0, T), and we have 
s (0 = 2 (x(t) - zzKX(f), $0)  
for almost all t E [0, 7). 
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But x is a solution of (M,), so @x/&)(t) E F(t,A(t)x) for almost all 
t E [ 0, 7). Then by (5) we have 
since (A(t)x)(O) = x(t). Thus (du/df)(t) Q 0 for almost all t E [0, T). But 
u(0) = 11x(O) - nKx(0)llz = /I $(O) - n,#(O)(l’ = 0 since $ E jY. Then u(t) = 0 
for all t E [0, r). This implies that x(t) E K for all t E [0, T), which is the 
desired property. 
As a consequence of the local existence Theorem 2.2 and of the flow 
invariance property we give an existence theorem of viable trajectories 
relative to a closed convex subset of R”. 
In this section H = R”, V = %F([--r, 01, R”), 0 Q r < +co, with the 
topology of uniform convergence. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let F :X-+ R” be an upper semi-continuous convex 
compact valued correspondence such that 
F(v) = T,[Y/P)I for every v/ E X. (6) 
Then for any 4 E X there exists a solution with initial value 4 of the 
autonomous functional dl@erential inclusion with memory: 
Note. Any solution of (M4) will be a viable trajectory relative to K since 
for all t E [0, 7) we must have A(t)x E X which is equivalent to 
[A(t)x](O) =x(t) E K. 
Proof. Let us consider the correspondence G : B + R” defined by 
G(v) = F;[w + n,w(O) - v(O)1 for any w E %F’. 
Since the mapping w -+ v + n, ~(0) - ~(0) from Q into X is continuous, it 
is obvious that G is an upper semi-continuous corespondence with convex 
compact values, since F is upper semi-continuous convex compact valued. 
Then by the existence Theorem 2.2 the autonomous functional differential 
inclusion with memory 
$ (0 E ‘34 WI (W 
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admits solutions for any initial value YE Q. Furthermore (M,) verifies the 
flow invariance property since for any v/ E $9 we have 
At last G is equal to F on X since for any t,u E Z, y/(O) = nK ~(0). Then 
any solution of (MS) with initial value 4 E r is viable relatively to K and 
thus is a solution of (MJ. 
APPENDIX: CRITICAL POINTS OF 
FUNCTIONAL CORRESPONDENCES 
Let K be a nonempty convex compact subset of H and Z defined as in 
Section 1, F : Z -+ H a correspondence with nonempty values. 
DEFINITION. We say that fE K is a critical point of F if for any ( E 37’ 
such that ((0) = r we have 0 E F(#). 
* Let us consider the associate autonomous functional differential inclusion 
with memory: 
PROPOSITION Al. If f E K is a critical point of F, then for any 4 E X 
such that d(O) = E, (M’) admits for the initial value Q the solution 
2: (-r, +a~ [ 4 H defined by 2= 4 on (-r, O] and x”(t) = ? for all 
t E [O, +co [* 
Such a point could be also called a stationary point of (M’). 
Proof The proof is immediate. Indeed, since [A(t)x”](O) = x’(t) = { we 
have 0 E F[A(t)Z] for all t E [0, +co[. 
Let us now consider p loss functions (~)i, 1,... ,p defined on K. A weak 
Pareto minimum of these functions is a point < E K such that there exists no 
c E K verifying fi(Q < fi(t) for all i = I,..., p. 
Such weak Pareto minima do exist when the functions df;.)i=l,...,p are 
convex continuous on the convex compact set K. 
PROPOSITION A2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 with y > 0, any 
weak Pareto minimum of the functions (J;.)i=l,...,, is a critical point of F. 
Proof: Let <E K be a weak Pareto minimum and 4 EZ such that 
o(O) = c Let x: (-r, T,] -+ H be the solution of (M’) with initial value 4 
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given by Theorem 1.1. Then we verify easily that inequality (2) implies 
necessarily that jJx(t)] is constant equal to fi(f) for all t E [0, T,-,] and all 
i = l,..., p. Furthermore we deduce that Jb Il(dx/dt)(r)ll dz = 0 for any t > 0. 
Then x(t) = x(0) = 4 for all t E [O, TOI. Thus we have 
(dx/dt)(t) = 0 E F[A(t)x] f or almost all t E [0, r,]. But since A (t)x 
converges to A(O)x = $ as t -+ 0+ and since F is upper semi-continuous we 
deduce that 0 E F(4), which is the desired property. 
We now give an existence theorem of critical points. 
THEOREM Al. Let F :X-+ H be an upper semi-continuous correspon- 
dence with nonempty closed convex bounded values such that 
for any c E K. (7) 
Then there exists a critical point of F. 
Proof: Let us suppose that no critical point exists. Then for any c E K 
we have the existence of d E jY such that #(O) = r and 0 & F(4). But since 
F($) is closed convex bounded, by a separation theorem we have the 
existence of p E H, p # 0 such that min,,,,,, (p, y) > 0. But since 
(YEH/(P,Y)>OI is open in H and since F is upper semi-continuous, we 
have the existence of a neighborhood VP(#) of $ in GY such that for any 
4’ E qh min,,,C,,, (p, y) > 0. Then we easily prove the existence of a 
neighborhood N,(r) of 4 in K such that for any e E NJ<) there exists 
4’ E X, 4’(O) = c, and 4’ E V,(g). W e can take, for example, $’ = $ + e - r 
with I]c - {]] sufficiently small, where e - 6 is identified to the associate 
constant mapping. Thus to any 4 E K we can associate such a neighborhood 
N&3 
Since K is compact, we can cover it by a finite number of neighborhoods 
Npf(<i) i = I,..., n and associate to this covering a continuous partition of 
unity Vili=l,....n. We introduce the function w : K x K --) R defined by 
u/(57 ts’) = XI=1 Pi(T) < Pi9 C - C>* 
Then I,U possesses the properties of KY-Fan’s theorem (71, which 
guarantees the existence of CE K such that 
Let us take p = XI= 1 pi(f) then we verify that (fl, r - <) < 0 for any 
r E K. This proves that pi E N,(t) = T,(f)>- the normal cone to K at point c. 
But since Cy=, /Ii(t) = 1, the set Z = (i E {l,..., n)/pi(p) > 0) is nonempty, 
and for any i E Z we have fE Supp(f?,.) c NPi(&), which implies the existence 
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of 6, E.3’ such that 4,(O) = ? and MinYEFC6,) (pi, JJ) > 0. But by (7) let us 
take p such that 
Then (pi, 7) > 0 for any i E Z, which gives (j?, 7) > 0. But at the same time 
we must have 
This leads to a contradiction. The existence of a critical point is then proved. 
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